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Fluctuation in Theocritus' Style 
Gianfranco Fabiano 

I N ANALYZING A STYLE one may have recourse to two different but 
complementary methods. The first consists of a linguistic analysis 
of the text in order to interpret its features with reference to their 

aesthetic meaning, so that 'style' in this case will coincide with the 
particular linguistic system in question. The second method will 
gather all individual features of language that differentiate this sys
tem from others, and then seek to ascertain the aesthetic aim of each 
deviation from established practice. 

In Greek literature 'Hellenistic' is a very general style in itself: as 
such, it has been defined in terms of contrast with what is generally 
agreed to be 'Classical'. As a stylistic category it is so comprehensive 
that it embraces many tendencies shared by the literary, and other, 
productions of the period as a whole; at the same time such extension 
makes it so abstract as to be comparable with the concepts of'Renais
sance' and 'Baroque' in W6lffiin's general theory of the history of art, 
or in other similar typologies.1 As a matter of fact the several charac
teristics of Hellenistic poetry often make it difficult to focus on the 
peculiarities of any given poet. The subject of this essay is one distinc
tive characteristic of Theocritus' poetry: the fluctuation of stylistic 
level in the Idylls. I shall investigate that fluctuation from two distinct 
viewpoints, for it can be either (a) an occasional occurrence deter
mined by outside factors, or (b) a device that figures large in the com-

1 The best-known theory of fundamental artistic styles concerns the history of figurative 
arts and dates back to H. WOlffiin, Kunstgeschichtliche Grundbegriffe (MUnchen 1915); 
Wolffiin's principles have been consistently applied to literary history by O. Walzel, Gehalt 
und Gestalt im dichterischen Kunstwerk (Berlin 1923). On the stylistic tendencies shared by all 
Hellenistic poetry see: L. Deubner, "Ein Stilprinzip hellenistischer Dichtkunst," N]bb 47 
(1921) 361-78; R. Pfeiffer, "The Future of Studies in the Field of Hellenistic Poetry," ]HS 75 
(1955) 69-73; M. Treu, "Selbstzeugnisse Alexandrinischer Dichter," Miscellanea ... A. 
Rostagni (Torino 1963) 273-90. On the peculiar way with which such common tendencies 
are assimilated and ulteriorly worked out by Latin poets see: W. Kroll, Studien zur Ver
standnis der romischen Literatur (Stuttgart 1924), esp. ch. 9 "Die Kreuzung der Gattungen" 
pp.ZOZ-Z4; E. Reitzenstein, "Zur Stiltheorie des Kallimachos," Festschrift R. Reit!{enstein 
(Leipzig 1931) 23-69. 
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position of almost every idyll and therefore to be regarded as one of 
the most remarkable elements in Theocritus' poetics. 

The outside factors which can provoke some strong ups and downs 
in an author's stylistic graph are likely to be essentially two, quite 
apart from the development of his style from earlier to later: (a) imi
tation, either slavish or free, of a literary model; (b) conditioning, 
either strict or loose, of the style by the literary genre. It is obvious 
that the more the influence of these factors in Theocritus' poetry is 
minimized, the more the variation in stylistic pitch will turn out to 
be a feature not only deeply rooted in the poetics of the Idylls, but also 
strictly connected with the very core of Theocritus' poetry. 

Clearly style can be relevant to questions of authenticity and date: 
Plato's work, in particular, has revealed itself as a test case for the 
application of the statisticolinguistic method. But a recent mono
graph, Studies in the Styles of Plato,2 not much inclined to chronological 
inferences, shows by its plural title how style may be conceived as 
something apart from the linear development of an author's lan
guage in time. It may be thought of as a varying linguistic composition 
which the author is always able to master easily enough. This radical 
alternation, that is to say the more or less rigid control under which 
the author can keep his means of expression by leading them in a 
certain direction, often undermines studies of stylistic development, 
for sometimes it is very difficult to decide between natural evolution 
and occasional deviation. To cite a clear example: on reading the 
short Oreithyia fragment (281 Nauck), shall the Stilforscher merely take 
note of an exceedingly bombastic stage in Aeschylus' style, or rather 
accept Stanford's suggestion3 of a deliberate connection between such 
a bombast and the speaker Boreas? 

Theocritus' Idyll!!, the Cyclops in love, confronts us with this alter
native. Since it shows both harsh metrical irregularities and rough 
Doric forms which do not occur elsewhere in Theocritus, Wilamo
witz viewed them as the clear evidence of a technique not yet capable 

2 H. Thesleff, Studies in the Styles of Plato (Helsinki 1967). The subject of the monograph is 
the varying structure of Plato's writings as well as the function of the various styles which 
can be distinguished also within the same dialogue. 

S W. B. Stanford, Aeschylus in his Style (Dublin 1942) 10. Particularly F. R. Earp, The Style 
of Sophocles (Cambridge 1944), is well aware of the always possible alternative between the 
chronological evolution of stylistic features and the adjustment of style to theme, so that 
he can convincingly account for some 'archaic' features in the Electra, which as such are left 
outside the picture of 'normal' evolution. 
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of mastering the hexameter and therefore judged the idyll as juvenile 
production.4 On the same ground Rudolph Stark comes to a radically 
different and perhaps more reasonable conclusion-cczu einem Ky
klopengesang geh6rt eine Kyklopenmetrik," to use his own words.s 
As a matter of fact Theocritus never attained to Callimachus' flawless 
metrical technique; but if one takes into consideration how shrewdly in 
the Evpw(oc£(xt the hexameter of the dialogue is varied from the hexa
meter of the song of the yvvY] a:ot8oc,6 it will be difficult to think that 
the metrical irregularities of Idyll 11, in perfect keeping as they are 
with forms such as T€OVC and T€VC (vv.25, 52, 55), Ttv (vv.39, 55, 68), 
&cptK€VCO (v.42), f-ta8€vf-ta£ (v.60), A,a8lc8a£ construed with the infinitive 
(v.63), are not aimed at as particularly fitting Polyphemus. 

It is possible to date with some precision only Idylls 15, 16 and 17; 
however, in spite of its variety, Theocritus' style hardly shows any 
symptom of evolution: Idyll 11 would be a unique case. As far as 
themes are concerned, the €Kcppac£c of the cup in Idyll 1 (vv.27ff) and the 
descriptions of a spring and meadow in the Hymn to the Dioskouroi (Id. 
22.37ff) certainly demonstrate that the epic Theocritus can be found 
in the pastoral, and the bucolic Theocritus can also be found in the so
called epyllia. In this respect already Idyll 16, one of the poet's first 
works, contains in embryo almost all the Theocritean possibilities of 
theme and of expression.7 In it the variety in style corresponds to the 
variety of the themes, either subtly hinted at or treated at length: a 
lively mimic foreshortening with proverbial sentences put into the 
mouth of anonymous characters (vv.16ff), a parade of Homeric figures 

'u. von Wilamowitz, Die Textgeschichte der griechischen Bukoliker (Berlin 1906) 159. 
/; R. Stark, "Theocritea," Maia N.s.15 (1963) 374. 
6 In the mimic part of ldyll15 (vv.I-95) there are 12 instances of caesura after the fourth 

foot with monosyllabic thesis. P. Maas, Griechische Metrik (Leipzig 1929) 34, has acutely de
fined such a treatment of the <bucolic bridge' "eine Parallele zu der Bedeutung der Por
sonsche BrUcke bei der Differenzierung des komischen Trimeters gegen den tragischen 
und paratragischen." 

7 Scholars do not agree about the true nature of ldyll16: see lately W. Meincke, Unter
suchungen zu der enkomiastischen Gedichten Theokrits (Diss. Kiel 1965) 31-84, and, for a radi
cally different viewpoint, J. H. Austin, "Theocritus and Simonides," TAPA 98 (1967) 1-27, 
who goes further in a direction first pointed out by R. Merkelbach, "Bettelgedichte (Theo
krit und Simonides)," RhM 95 (1952) 312-27. However that may be, if G. V. Plekhanov, Art 
and Society (New York 1936), is correct in stating that the theory of art for art's sake is 
usually brought out when artists feel quite distinctly a hopeless contradiction between 
their own purposes and those of the society in which they are operating, Theoc. ld. 16 is in 
my view of prime importance to the study of Hellenistic poetry, inasmuch as it is the best 
evidence of a deep break between poets and a large audience. 
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which significantly does not forget either Eumaeus or Philoetius (v.55), 
a pastoral vision of the Sicilian countryside contrasted with the ruin 
caused by the Carthaginians (VV.90ff),8 even a rare allusion to a cult of 
the Charites in Orchomenos (v. 105). In other words, already in his 
early poem addressed to Hiero, Theocritus appears as a mimic-bucolic 
poet, as an epic poet and even as a poeta doctus. 

What I have mentioned before as an embarrassing alternative to 
studies of stylistic evolution, that is to say the adaptability of the lan
guage to the situation or to the character, is in Theocritus an appro
priate method, especially where his poetry unfolds in swift dialogues 
as in the so-called Urban Mimes. In two of them Theocritus draws in
spiration from Sophron, and even for the third some scholars would 
refer to an obscure Sophronean source;9 but for the proper appraisal 
of the sophisticated technique we must not forget that in this area 
Hellenistic poetry has also been able to turn to account the lesson of 
fourth-century rhetoric, in particular Lysias' sparkling ~(Jo7Toda. Thus 
Herodas' Mimiambi, though they are a linguistic compromise between 
an archaic impure Ionic vocabularylO and an Attic syntax, aim never
theless at a vivid reproduction of the characters' speech, even when 
they are applied to eccentric situations, as for instance Battaros' 
pleading in the tribunal of Cos (Mim. 2). In the mime, which is an 

8 The sharp contrast between two situations, of which Id. 16.88ff is a first example, is 
often exploited by Theocritus in order to achieve dramatic results. A wide and sympathetic 
survey of the multifarious types of contrast in Theocritus' poetry has been worked out by 
U. Ott, Die Kunst des Gegensatzes in Theokrits Hirtengedichten (Hildesheim 1969). Ott's mono
graph is restricted to the Bucolic Idylls, but the best cases of dramatizing contrast can be 
found rather in the Epyllia: at Id. 22.44ff the wild giant Amycus is suddenly introduced 
after the idyllic deSCription of a locus ameenus; at Id. 24.12ff the peaceful scene with the 
children Heracles and Iphicles lulled to sleep by Alcmena is followed by the invasion of the 
dreadful snakes; again at Id. 26.12 the calmness of the Bacchae celebrating their rites is 
abruptly broken off by the inhuman shriek of Autonoe. who has noticed Pentheus spying 
upon them. Laying stress on a whole series of polar oppositions H. Hommel, "Bemer
kungen zu Theokrits Pharmakeutriai," WS 69 (1956) 187-202, has exemplarily interpreted 
Id. 2: e.g. evocation of nature within a domestic setting; sorrowful reality against the un
reality conjured up by the magic practice; Simaetha tom by love addreSSing an unmoved 
Selene; Simaetha, lower middle-class girl, in the arms of a lover clearly belonging to local 
jeunesse doree. On similar grounds J. H. Kuhn, "Die Thalysien Theokrits," Hermes 86 (1958) 
40-79, has discovered in Id. 7 many oppositions which are likely to be a keystone for under
standing Theocritus' poetry as a whole. 

• See Ph. E. Legrand, Bueoliques greesS (Paris 1960) l.I07f, and A. Olivieri, Frammenti della 
commedia greca e del mime nella Sicilia e nella Magna Grecia (Napoli 1930) 198f. 

10 That Herodas' language is by no means pure Ionic has been made clear by D. Bo, La 
lingua di Broda (Torino 1962). 
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artistic form affected by Hellenistic poetry quite as much as the epi
gram, the ~(Jo'TT'oda is really a feature of prime importance; its practice 
brings many colloquialisms also into the language of Theocritus' 
mimes 14 and 15, which doubtless issue from a need for realistic re
presentation: but what in them creates an impression of immediacy 
and closeness to everyday speech is not so llluch the sporadic appear
ance of vulgarisms as the breaking of the dialogue's structure by fre
quent &"vTLAaf3al and the piling up of proverbs and proverbial 
sentences. There are also many proverbs in Herodas and in New 
Comedy (here usually in the mouth of the slaves), but a note of 
Demetrius, De Elocutione 156, refers to their frequency in Sophron's 
Mimes, and thus we can see that proverbs were a peculiar feature of the 
literary mime from its very beginning. 

This issue is connected with the general question of Theocritus' 
realism as it is reflected by the poet's language. As far as the Urban 
Mimes are concerned 'realism' is a pertinent category, and even if the 
origin of many proverbs is likely to be literary, that does not at all 
affect their colloquial aim. But also the Bucolic Idylls have been often 
judged in terms of realism by assuming, for instance, that in them the 
varying distribution of Doricisms depends on their greater or lesser 
realism.ll We can hardly insist on such correspondence; furthermore 
we cannot appeal to critical parameters of pastoral which are inade
quate to grasp the genre as a whole. Besides, Idyll 15 itself, in spite of 
all its colloquialisms and Syracusan forms,12 will perhaps prove to be 
the best text to support the view that Theocritus does not seek 
realistic effects by means of linguistic coherence: in fact, when the 
glvoc finds fault with Gorgo's and Praxinoa's Doric (vv.87f), he does so 

11 Nineteenth-century scholars generally tended to think that the language of the Idylls 
was in close connection with the more or less realistic contents of the single poems. Such 
an approach is already implied in [Probus'] words ad Verg. Bue. 32M ed. H. Hagen: Bueolica 
Theocritus facilius videtur fecisse, quoniam Graecus sermo sic videtur divisus, ut Doris dialeetos. 
qua ille scripsit, rustica habeatur. Thus for instance L. Morsbach, De dialeeto Theocritea (Diss. 
Bonn 1874) 9, would have liked to find out «qualem in variis dialectorum formis eligendis 
vim habeant idylliorum aut argumenta aut personae aut ipse rerum locus quae aguntur." 
See now, for the many incoherences within Theocritus' linguistic system, C. Gallavotti, 
Theocritus quique feruntur bueolici Graeci2 (Roma 1955) lxili ff, and idem, Lingua, tecnica e 
poesia negli idilli di Teocrito (Roma 1952). 

12 V. Magnien goes too far when in his stimulating paper «Le syracusain litteraire et 
l'idylle xv de Theocrite," MbnSoeLingParis 21 (1920) 43-85, 112-38, he tries to maintain that 
ld. 15 is written in pure Syracusan dialect. Quite apart from a non-Doric future such as 
.pv>"a.~o1Lat (v.72) and many other points, would 'Syracusan' Praxinoa have used e.g. 6€c
'TI"CtOC (v.66)? 
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by using the same dialect. It cannot be a matter of parodic irony, 
since another foreigner has already spoken Doric at vv.nf, and many 
Doridsms appear also in the song of the yvvY] aOtMc. To sum up, 
Theocritus never follows Aristophanes' procedure in reproducing 
dialects, not even in the Urban Mimes; on the contrary his artistic 
language always holds fast to its artfulness, so that stylistic variation 
inside the same idyll does not depend on breaks in the convention of 
the dialect but on differences of vocabulary, theme and feelings, as a 
simple comparison between the mimic and the sung part of the 
l:vpa.K6c£(xt proves. 

Idyll 14 is full of colloquialisms. It begins, like Plato's Ion, with the 
greeting formula Xalp€tV 7ToM& echoed by an aMa 7'otaiha exactly 
corresponding to Italian altrettanto; the will to imitate folk-speech is 
further apparent in the unusual number of proverbs (11 in the idyll's 
70 lines), in prose sentences such as 7Talc8€tC ••• EXWV (v.8) and in many 
verbal ellipses which affect not only the copula (vv.3, 11, 22, 46) but 
also other verbs (vv. 2, 21, 51, 68).13 Yet this time too the tone rises up 
suddenly at the end with the praise of Ptolemy Philadelphos; it rises 
up so high as to culminate in an image (vv.66f) whose origin is down
right Tyrtean (cf. Tyrt. fr.l0.31): 

, , '.J..' ~, Q .Q ' 
• • • €7T ap,'t'o7'€pOtC O€ fJ€fJaKWC 

\ ~" , () , , ~, 
7'OI\p,aCHC €7TtOV7'a P,EV€W pacvv aC7TtOLW7'av. 

The contrast between such a heroic sublimation of an Aeschines por
trayed in the front line of battle and the comic way in which the same 
character had been introduced at vvAf, with his beard and hair 
ruffled like a hungry Pythagorist, 

• '_I: \ ' 'f' , .• __ \ , ~ , , 
XW P.VC7'u.s; 7TOI\VC OV7'OC, aVC7'aJ\EOL OE KLKLVVOL, 

... , 'J.' n () , 7'OLOV7'OC 7Tpwav 7'LC a't'LK€7'O v ayopLK7'aC, 

could not be sharper. 

18 For IDa To,av.ra (doubtless a correct conjecture by Reiske) see A. S. F. Cow, Theocritus l 

(Cambridge 1952) 1I.247; as for the colloquial color of 7raLc8c;,c ••• EXWV, KUhner-Gerth 
1I.2.62 state: "Diese Redeformel wird stets in tadelndem Sinne gebraucht und ist ohne 
Zweifel aus der Volkssprache geflossen" (With many examples from Aristophanes and 
Plato); finally Cow has no word for the stylistic connotation of the ellipses in rd. 14: about 
them in Latin, especially when verbs of movement are concerned, J. B. Hofmann, Latein
ische Umgangssprache3 (Heidelberg 1951) 171 says: "Eine ganze Reihe von Ellipsen sind 
speziell dem Briefstil eigen. So sind in Ciceros Briefen die Verben der Bewegung und Orts
ruhe in gewissen Wendungen regelmassig unterdriickt." 
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The adaptation of the language to the theme is not always neces
sarily a realistic one as in the case of the colloquialisms in the Urban 
Mimes: it may be a far more eccentric adaptation, occasional or allu
sive. In Theocritus' poetic language there are adaptations considerably 
more complex than a Simaetha swearing va~ 'TaC MOLpac (ld. 2.160) 
with a formula peculiar to COS,14 or than Syracusan women swearing 
va~ 'TaV 7TO'TVtaV (ld. 15.14), where scholia hasten to note EO 8€ 'TaC 1:vpa
Koclac 'Tav'T7}v 6fLvVVat. For instance when, making fun of the lovesick 
Boucaeus, Milon says (ld. 10.18), WXV'TtC 'TOt 'TaV VVK'Ta Xpo;:~EL'Tat KaAa
fLaLa, certainly he chooses an image quite appropriate to the cornfield 
where the two reapers are working: in a way the setting, though it is 
not expressly mentioned, determines the language by projecting it
self onto the characters. But at other times this same activity works 
far less directly. That is what happens at Idyll 2.51, ... Amapac EK'TOCOE 

1TaAaLC'TpaC, where Gow remarks somewhat pedantically that for the 
palaestra Amapa is the right adjective, "from the aAEupofLEVOt who fre
quent it," quoting in addition the Latin unctae, nitidae palaestrae ;15 I 
think that in fact Amapa anticipates the admiration of the protagonist 
for Delphis' shining breast, brighter than the moon as she says: cf 
Idyll 2.79 C'T~OEa S€ c'TLA{3ov'Ta 7ToAv 7TMov ~ 'TV, 1:EAava, and also 101f 
••• 'T6V Amapoxpwv I ... LUAc/>w. In this case the outside world is not any 
longer determining as the cornfield was; on the contrary it is itself 
determined by the inner emotional world, so that Amapa, far from 
being a descriptive adjective as Gow implies, turns out to be a highly 
affective one. Likewise at Idyll 7.53f, 57f the description of the sea
storm borders definitely on metaphor, which is so rare in Theocritus, 
for it is an open symbolic projection of the heart-quake of Lycidas in 
love.16 

In the idyll which is the amusing reversal of the story of the Cyclops 
in love the poet says of Galatea that, in order to draw Polyphemus' 
attention, she 'T6V a7T6 ypafLfLac KWEL AtOov (Id. 6.18). Scholia state that it 
is a proverbial expression connected with some kind of game wherein 
the player who was about to lose made a final attempt with a decisive 
moveP This passage is an example of what I have called 'allusive 

14 The formula is likely to be characteristic of Cos, for elsewhere it recurs only in 
Herodas, three times: 1.11,66; 4.30. 

15 Cow, op.cit. (supra n.l3) lIA5. 

16 Ott, op.cit. (supra n.S) 152f. 
17 Schol. VI 18/19 g-k (Wendel). 
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adaptation' because, by pretending to be in love with the Cyclops, 
Galatea is really playing. 

Some conclusions are now possible: (a) from a chronological stand
point there are no stylistic features which oblige us to distinguish an 
earlier Theocritus from a later one; (b) in a paradigmatiC poem such 
as Idyll 16 the shifting of the style is synchronized rather firmly with 
the variation of the themes: on the other hand, since in Theocritus the 
fitting of language to theme can be quite varied (we shall see later 
opposite cases of significant clash). no general conclusion is here pos
sible; (c) even in the Urban Mimes, whose stylistic webbing is the 
most uniform of all Theocritus' poems, we meet often with sudden 
changes of tone. 

After the question of chronological development, the second point 
concerns literary models in so far as they can constitute a significant 
conditioning of an author's style. In order to understand clearly the 
relationships between Hellenistic poetry and classical literary tradi
tion, namely the subtle complexities of the allusive codes of most 
Alexandrian literature and the real degree with which a literary 
model can provoke a particular atmosphere in the language and style 
of a Hellenistic work, we must turn our attention to the basic con
cepts of p.LP:TjCtC and {ijAoc as they have been defined by Pasquali and 
referred to their corresponding Latin terms imitatio and aemulatio.18 

Outside classical literature a further step in this direction has been 
made by W. K. Wimsatt, who in a brilliant essay entitled "Imitation 
as Freedom" has pointed out that in eighteenth-century English 
literature deviation from models led to freedom, individual expres
sion and witty amusement only in so far as the models were kept in 
mind as bases from which new poetic meanings were derived.19 

Theocritus' poetry as a whole is suffused with literary stimuli of 
quite diverse origin. In this respect it is significant that even Idyll 28-
a lovely short poem which was to accompany a distaff as a gift for 
Nicias' wife and should therefore have been a quite occasional poem
has in Erinna's ' HAuK&:r1J a precise literary precedent. Many of Theoc
ritus' models-Sophron, Stesichorus, Philoxenus among others-are 

18 G. Pasquali, Orazio Zirico (Firenze 1920) 119if, and also A. Reiff, Interpretatio, imitatio, 
aemulatio. Begrijf und Vorstellung literanscher Abhitngigkeit bei den Rihnern (Diss. Koln 1959). 

19 Wimsatt's paper, a lecture read at Columbia University in September 1968, has been 
available to me in an Italian translation: "Imitazione come liberta: 1717-98," Strumenti 
Critici (1969) 208-35. 
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lost or too little known to make a profitable comparison possible, but 
from the cases which we can control it is easy to argue that, when 
Theocritus happens to be imitating, he always presupposes the knowl
edge of his model in his learned reader. Thus the most perceptive 
reading of such a poem as the Herakliskos (Id. 24) will be an integrative 
one, recalling Pindar's Nemean 1, especially where Theocritus is con
juring up Pindar's narrative by contrast. Constant reference to Pin
dar's text is indeed the best way not only to a fuller understanding of 
the idyll as a whole but also to the proper appraisal of the slightest 
details of expression: for instance, when Theocritus qualifies Hera by 
the adjective 7ToAvfL~xavoc (v.l3), no doubt he will be thinking of Iliad 
15.14, but at the same time he will imply a kind of moral judgement 
which in Pindar's magnificent Xpvc6()povov "Hpav (Nem. 1.37) was 
quite absent; likewise for XELPECCLV ••• (baAatCLV (v.55), to know that 
Theocritus' cbaAatCLV, so in keeping with the feeling of his poem, has 
been substituted for the adjective ac!nJKTOtC, which in Pindar appeared 
in the same connection (Nem. 1.45 acp";KTOtC XEPctV), is just what gives 
us the measure of the deep gulf between Theocritus and Pindar. 
Again, at Idyll 22.98 Amykos is described as 7TA'1Jyatc fLEOVWV because of 
the many punches landed by Pollux on his face: if we recall Odyssey 
18.240 ... vEvcTa{wv KEcpaAfj fLE()";OVT£ £OLKWC, we can immediately see 
that Theocritus' expression must have originated not as a metaphor 
but as a witty concentration of the Homeric simile through two 
words. Many other examples like these and, more generally, an artic
ulate stylistic typology of Homeric patterns throughout Theocritus' 
poetry20 can demonstrate that the language of the model is often 
poetically generative in a style that, like Theocritus' style, never des
cends to a flat imitation. 

The conditioning exerted by the literary genre on the linguistic ex
pression and, as far as Greek is concerned, even on the choice of 
dialect, makes for a far more complex problem than the occasional 
convergence between style and more or less eccentric themes or than 
the dialectal relation between style and a given literary model. In 
Mimesis Auerbach repeatedly lays special stress on the separation of 
styles in antiquity,21 a procedure obviously connected with the same 

20 G. Futh, De Theocriti poetae bucolici studiis Homericis (Halis Saxonum 1876) should be 
superseded. 

:u It is hardly necessary to point out here the weight of two concepts such as 'distinction 
of styles' and 'mingling of styles' throughout Mimesis. 
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rigid separation of literary genres. In this field studies such as Manu 
Leumann's article about the Dichtersprache of Latin poets 22 have 
shown to what extent the genos treated by the poet conditions his ex
pression: even Plautus uses in Amphitryo a much higher tone than in 
his other comedies, Catullus' carmina docta stylistically are poles 
apart from the nugae, etc. Furthermore a glance at the wide variety of 
style inside, e.g., the Canterbury Tales demonstrates that this phe
nomenon is certainly not limited to classical literature. On the other 
hand, if it is true that the weight of the principle of the genos is always 
to be kept in mind and never to be undervalued, still one must not 
go too far in the opposite direction: I think N. H. Pearson has here 
correctly pointed out the proper critical attitude, which would con
sist of considering literary genres as institutional imperatives, at the 
same time constraining the writer and being conversely constrained 
by him.23 

A procedure falling within the Hellenistic ideal of 7TOLKL>..ta, of which 
Callimachus' Hymn to Artemis with its sophisticated skill of variations 
in content and form is perhaps the best example, is the blending of 
traditional genres inside the same poem; in this procedure, techni
cally corresponding to the use of various dialects in their work, to the 
combination of dialects in the language of the same poem, to the mix
ture of elements of learned origin with others of popular derivation, 
Hellenistic poets are really constraining the genres as earlier poets 
had never done before. In this respect almost every Theocritean idyll 
is a mosaic: the intrusion of alien elements is more noticeable in the 
Epyllia, particularly in the Hymn to the Dioskouroi,24 but it can be 
found in the Urban Mimes too (Simaetha's lyric monologue following 
the spell-mime in Idyll 2, Ptolemy'S praise in Idyll 14, the ')IV"';' aOL86c' 
song in Idyll 15) and is even the rule in the Bucolic Idylls, where an 
obvious stylistic distinction depends not only on the character of each 
poem but also on the color of various parts of the same poem, which 

22 M. Leumann, "Die lateinische Dichtersprache," MusHelv 4 (1947) 116-38. 
23 N. H. Pearson, "Literary Forms and Types," English Institute Annual 1940 (New York 

1941) 61-72. 
24 A. S. F. Cow, "The Twenty-second Idyll of Theocritus," CR 56 (1942) 11-18, has con

tested with good reasons the unitary composition of rd. 22, in which elements peculiar to 
the hymn mingle together with others which are narrative-epic and mimic-dialogic; many 
are also the areas of reference to previous literature: from Hymn.Hom. 33 to Pind. Nem. 10, 
including the likely use of either a comedy by Epicharmus or a satyr play by Sophocles, 
both bearing the title ~ AP.VKOC. 
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can consist of narrative, dialogue and sung sections at the same time. 
Furthermore the ancient scholia already speak of a ylvoc OtTfY1JfLCXTL

KOV, OpCXfLCXTLKOV and fLtK'TOV, referring to the structure of the Bucolic 
Idylls.25 Such a composite structure of Theocritus' poems makes it 
impossible to focus on them from a single standpoint; it also makes 
particularly inadequate any statistical and linguistic description of 
their vocabulary which, by abstracting words from an almost always 
unforeseeable context, would leave them bereft both of part of their 
fundamental meaning and of all their nuances of expression. 

At this point one must ask oneself whether it will be possible from 
the critical point of view to propose a unitary interpretation of such a 
differentiated system of expression and composition, that is to say, 
whether it will be legitimate to speak of only one style in an author 
whose most conspicuous peculiarity is his mastery of all styles and 
genres in order to allow himself the refined pleasure of mingling 
them together. To such a question traditional stylistic analysis would 
give a negative answer and would limit itself to registering the differ
ences of tone or, at most, to remarking mechanically the variation of 
style as it coincides approximately with the variation of genre. 

In every poetic text the linguistic material appears in a certain form 
(Russian formalists would say more strictly 'deformation')26 crystal
lized according to a certain technique which is to be identified with the 
Kunstmittel organizing the text; it also appears as a signifier of a certain 
signified. In poetry the signifier may be considered the syllable, the 
word, the structure of a poem, an author's work as a whole; the signi
fied, on the other hand, is something much more complex and may 
be defined only approximately as the inner form which becomes sen
sible by displaying itself in lasting forms through the signifier, that is 
to say by ceasing to be inside. 

With these theoretical remarks in mind I think the best way in 
which to grasp Theocritus' style in spite of its great unevenness is the 
method called by Leo Spitzer 'Motiv und Wort' (also 'Werk und 
Wort'): it relies on the postulate that between the elements of the 
signifier and those of the signified there is a precise parallelism 
strengthened by a chain of unbroken interrelations. By 'Motiv' is 

26 C. Wendel, Scholia in Theocritum vetera (Stuttgart 1914) 4, 11 and passim. 
36 For an excellent outline of a series of theoretical and methodological issues related to 

Russian formalism see S. J. Schmidt, "Alltagssprache und Gedichtsprache," Poetica 2 (1968) 

285-303. 
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meant everything extraverbal in any poetic text (theme, conception 
of the work, outlook of the poet on the world, etc.), by 'Wort' the 
verbal system as the outside crystallization of the inside form, the 
peculiar way in which the various motifs are endowed with linguistic 
connotation, in a word the 'so-sein' of the poetic text. Clearly it is only 
and always the poet who has to determine both the motif and the 
word; even if tradition puts both elements at his disposal, it is still the 
poet who has to select those elements and not others. The most re
markable critical benefit of this method for the study of Theocritean 
poetry is that it will make possible a strict unitary interpretation of 
the system by applying to the Idylls the categories 'lyric', 'epic', <dra
matic', certainly not as synonyms of their respective literary genres 
but as 'Grundbegriffe der Poetik' according to the meaning pointed 
out by Emil Staiger on the phenomenological ground of Husserl's 
Logische Untersuchungen.27 Indeed, as a sympathetic reviewer of Staiger 
puts it, "nie kommt eine Gattungsidee rein und ohne Mitwirkung der 
andern zur Anschauung. Jede lebendige Dichtung hat Anteil an allen. 
Ihr Wert wird gerade bestimmt durch das Mass, in dem die Gattungs
ideen zueinander stehen. Dieses Mass bedeutet Harmonie, Obereinstim
mung und Zusammenhang und ist in jedem Werk Mitte des Seins" (italics 
mine).28 Now Theocritus' Idylls, in particular the Epyllia, have ad
mittedly a complex character, consisting of narrative, dramatic and 
lyric elements mingled together and often, if not always, brought into 
a harmonic whole. A last general remark: when Spitzer, in keeping 
with the idealistic premises of his criticism, makes expression and in
tuition, 'langue' and 'parole', literary tradition and individual poetic 
imagination coincide, he is likely to get too dangerously near the ab
stract theory of pure poetry. In reality between the two poles there is 
never full coincidence, for in every poetic text the expression is 
'langue' inasmuch as it draws on the linguistic tradition and, at the 
same time, 'parole' inasmuch as it organizes itself according to a 
peculiar strategy which tends to achieve an aesthetic aim.29 

What seems chiefly to characterize Theocritus' poetic language is the 
instability of the system at every level, from the least phonetic unity, 
which always enjoys a considerable autonomy inside the changeable 

117 E. Staiger, Grundbegriffe der Poetik (ZUrich 1946). 
28 E. Thumher in An~Alt 1 (1948) 36. 
Ie A good informative introduction to Spitzer's literary criticism is J. Hytier, "La methode 

de Leo Spitzer," Romance Review (1950) 42-59. 
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convention of the dialect, to the structure of the Idylls as complex 
syntheses of different literary genres. In Theocritus' poetry it is usual 
to meet with extravagant elements which apparently derive from 
other fields and clash with the fundamental character of the poem 
where they appear (e.g., epicisms in the Urban Mimes and in the Bu
colic Idylls, colloquialisms and local-Doricisms in the Epyllia): the 
impact of these elements on the others is so typical of Theocritus' 
poetry that it is to be envisaged as one of the features which most dis
tinguish his style. 

As Doric is no strictly local dialect, the Doric element alone is al
ready so differentiated that it makes up an unlimited reserve of ex
pression: from common-Doric forms, which may be occasionally 
endowed with the dignity of choral-lyric tradition, to strictly local and 
provincial Doric forms. In the idylls where the Doric element pre
vails phonetic surprises follow one another without any apparent 
rule; furthermore the plight of the manuscripts is such as to make it 
impossible for editors to restore the original dialectal form.30 For in
stance at Idyll 7.104 an editor may well print the KElvOLO of papyri and 
manuscripts and explain it as the Homeric form of the demonstrative 
pronoun with stem and ending supporting one another; it is also true 
that Homeric borrowings such as f3lrJV Kat Kap'TOC (Id. 4.8: cf Od. 18.139) 

prove generally refractory to the Dorization; but on the other hand, 
how are we to account for the surprising rAcpalc'TOLO of Idyll 2.134 or for 
an &fL~xavoc at Idyll 1.85, which is against Pindaric and Bacchylidean 
tradition? A form like KOfLWOVTL (Id. 4.57) combines the epic assimila
tion -wo- with the Doric termination -v'n; in 01TWC c'Tacfj (Id. 1.112) and 
in ou fL~ CKLp'TaCEL'TE (Id. 1.152) the Doric future creeps into syntactical 
constructions which seem confined to Attic.3! These are only a few 
examples of incoherence among the very many it would be possible 
to give. 

The same artificiality exemplified by a form like KOfLWOVTL or by the 
use of different genitive endings for two connected words, as at Idyll 
1.681TO'TafLoLO ••• 'Ava1Tw or again Idyll 2.162 'Accvplw ••• ge{voLo (here 
of course also metrical convenience may be involved), may extend to 
an entire sentence, which thus turns out to be shaped by the union of 

30 On the difficulties which an editor is bound to face in his attempts to restore the 
original dialect forms in Theocritus see K. Latte, "Zur Textkritik Theokrits," GottNach 
(1949) 225-32. 

31 Gow, op.cit. (supra n.I3) II.25 and 32. 
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two syntagms of very different stylistical provenance. That is what 
happens, for instance, at Idyll 1.18 Op'fJ-€La XOAa (a) 7TOT~ pw~ lCa(}'YJT(U (b), 
where (a) is a slight variation of Iliad 18.322 oP'P;uc XbAOC, while (b) is 
an expression definitely vulgar, better known to us as a colloquialism 
f H d 6 37f '\:" V ~, \ , ". , I ", '() I rom ero as . : fJ-'YJ U'YJ, nopLTTOL, T'YJV XOI\'YJv €7T' P'VOC €X €V VC. 
Shortly afterwards, quite similar is TVpb€VTa (a) A€VICOLO yaAalCToc (b) 
(Id. 1.58), that is to say (a) an elliptic and perhaps idiomatic expression 
for 'cheese' (cf Sophron fr.14 Kaibel d.PTOV TvpwvTa, with the Doric 
form rejected by Theocritus) and (b) a Homeric clausula (cf Gd. 
9.246). Still the same phenomenon recurs when an epic periphrasis is 
immediately followed by another one diametrically opposed to the 
former, as at Idyll 13.11f: 

"()' ~ , , (\ , '" A' 'A' OV 07TOX a /\€VICL7T7TOC aVaTp€XOL €C "'HOC WC, 
ov()' o7T61C' opTaALxoL fJ-LVVP0;' 7TOT;' XOLTOV opcp€v. 

This tension of opposite elements in words and sentences and also in 
two sentences in succession is the dynamic device of composition ac
cording to which almost every idyll is built up. It is a matter of well 
calculated distribution of complementary stylistic tones which 
through their functional opposition warrant the poetic unity of the 
poems. 

Since what concerns stylistic analysis is precisely the contrast be
tween the linguistic system of a literary work and the general prac
tice of the time when it was written, for the study of Hellenistic poets 
it is sometimes possible and helpful to turn to account the knowledge 
of Greek language which we get from the third-century papyri. In 
fact a system of expression is of interest not only for what it is (namely 
for the grid of the syntagmatic relations intercurrent among its ele
ments) but also, to the same degree, for what it is not (that is to say 
for a complex of paradigmatic relations), for language becomes a pro
cedure of style only when the possibility of choice is there.32 In the 

33 The relevance of the Zenon papyri to the study of Theocritus' poetic language was 
first pointed out by K. Latte in a somewhat ruthless review of Gow's first edition (Gnomon 

23 [1951] 252-57): "Wie man im 5. und 4. ]h. in Athen sprach, wissen wir nicht, und damit 
entgeht uns die Umbildung, die die Schriftsteller mit der gesprochenen Sprache vornah
men, um ihren Stil zu formen. FUr das 3. ]h. sind wir durch den Fund der Zenon archive in 
anderer Lage. Weithin konnen wir in der Wortwahl das Aquivalent der Umgangssprache 
angeben, dem Theokrit auswich, gelegentlich sogar fUr syntaktische Gruppen, genau wie 
schon bisher die Umformung 'homerischer' Wendungen in dieser Poesie sich aufzeigen 
Hess" (p.253). 
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Hellenistic period, when the KOLin} asserts itself decisively, the <Dia
lektisierung' as such implies in the poets a clear refusal of everyday 
speech, yet Zenon papyri and the later but linguistically archaic 
magic papyri put at our disposal not rare and occasional convergen
cies of vocabulary but a good gleaning of everyday expressions which 
have been transforITled and often altered beyond recognition by 
Theocritus. To give a few examples: at Idyll 2.3 KaTa8~co/LaL, aorist 
subjunctive with short vowel, is a hapax in that it is a middle of inter
est; but the active voice of the verb as well as the noun KaTaOEC/LOC are 
technical terms frequently recurring in magic practice: cf Tab. Defix. 
71.2 (iii B.C.), PMag.Par. 1.2176 etc. Another word belonging to the 
same sphere is ·dAoc at Idyll 2.14, where the sentence EC TlAoc a/L/LLV 
O'7T(XOEL is a solemn literary refinement of a concept which magic papyri 
express through the imperative TlAEcov: e.g. PMag. 4.2095. A strong 
wish to stray from the usual word often brings about obscure expres
sions: near the relatively simple opvoc aKpa (= &Kpoopva) of Idyll 
15.112 there is the similar but much more problematic cTa8/La KOLAa 
8vpawv of Idyll 24.15, which is comprehenSible only on the ground of 
the 8vpLoac KOLAoCTa8/Lovc of PPetr. 3 p.143 (iii B.C.).33 

The high index of literary elaboration in Theocritus' style which 
emerges from comparison with the language of third-century papyri 
is hardly a matter of surprise in a poet who affects one poetic expres
sion heightened from another, likewise poetic but more usual, such as 
e.g. Idyll 1.37 pL7TTEL voov for TpE1TEL voov. Depending on the context this 
artificiality also gives rise to high tensions of style. The best example 
is perhaps the Hylas (Id. 13), where the callidae iuncturae 7ToAAo~ Oe /LLav 
(v.33), /LLav cX./Lcpw (v.38) and the repetitions NJ/LcpaL ... NJ/LcpaL (vv.43f), 
KaT~pL7TE ... ifPL7TEV (vv.49f), &8pooc ... &8pooc (vv.5of), TpLC ... TPLC 
(vv.5Sf) indicate that particular formal effects are here aimed at by the 
poet. To my purpose it is however more relevant to note that in the 
Hylas words and sentences belonging plainly to prose, such as a 7T€7TO

va/Llvoc (v.14) which in this very meaning appears also in PCair.Zen. 
59378.16, <DV ocpEAoc Tt (v. IS), occa for OTt Toea (v.66), 6 0' q. 7TOOEC &yov 

EXcfJPEL (v.70) , alternate closely with a whole series of expressions in 
which more usual poeticisms are avoided and replaced by rarer ones: 

v.21 £iJEopov, very rare for the common EVCEA/LoC 
v.28 Ka8Lopv8lvTEc, poetic for €~O/LEVOL 

33 The expression of Id. 24.15 is discussed at length by Gow, op.cit. (supra n.13) II.419. 
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v.30 ~P/LOll ;(}€1I'TO, poetic refinement of the usual ~P/LOll 7ToLE'ic(}aL 

vA3 XOPOll apTt'ollTO, an affected expression replacing XOPOll tCTa.lIaL, 

XOPOll 7ToLE'ic(}at. 

Yet, in spite of the far-fetched side of his vocabulary, which together 
with the artfulness of the dialectal pastiche aims at novelty of expres
sion, a descriptive analysis ofTheocritus' vocabulary as a whole would 
reveal an almost unbelievable poverty. In this respect Theocritus and 
Callimachus are poles apart: it would be impossible to find in the 
former anything comparable to the procedure through which the 
latter substitutes e.g. dJKa/L7TEC aE/L/La for the Homeric Ka/L7TlJAa T6ga in 
the same metrical position (Callim. Hymn. 3.10).34 Theocritus is not a 
great inventor of words, nor does he commit himself strongly to epi
thets or to compounds, which even if new are generally not very 
origina1.35 A lexical investigation of Idyll 6, for example, would dem
onstrate this surprising Simplicity of expression. There the adjective 
KaA6c, sometimes absolutely colorless, recurs very often in a few lines: 
v.ll KaAa KV/LaTa, v.14 xp6a KaA6l1, v.19 Ta /L~ KaAa KaAa 7T€cpallTaL, 

36 \ , , " \' "" <, I 43 \ , '\ , v. Kalla /LElI Ta YElI€La, Kalla O€ /LEva /LLa Kwpa, V. KallOll aVIlOll. 

Exactly the same polarity between affected preciosity and extreme 
simplicity may be found in the syntactical field. Here the poet allows 
himself some attitudes peculiar to Homeric syntax,36 some very bold 
attractions,37 odd irregularities in the order of the words ;38 but with 
regard to the succession of sentences, parataxis rules uncontested, 
happily harmonized both with a tendency to make the end of the sen
tence and the end of the line coincide and with the shortness and 

3' See H. Herter, "Kallimachos," RE Supp!. 5 (1931) 445-52 ("Sti! und Kunstart"). 
35 See Ph. E. Legrand, Etude sur Thiocrite (Paris 1898) 233-403, where attitudes akin to 

Cobet's kind of criticism are not missing. A simple glance at such common words as aMe, 
YAwn$e, KaAOe in Rumpel's Lexicon Theocriteum (Leipzig 1879) could demonstrate that Theoc
rituS is not deeply concerned with varying his adjectives; moreover, new but very easy 
compounds formed through e.g. f1apv-, ~aev-, 710AV- are somewhat affected by him: if. 
f1apryovva-roe 18.10, {Japvp.&.vtoe 15.138, ~aevBptg 7.15, ~aevK£pKoe 5.112, 710AvK1]T7]e 17.98, 710AV
vaoe 15.109, 71oAve-raxve 10.42. 

36 Among the most remarkable examples: (i) the construction called 'dativus sympathe
ticus' by E. Lofstedt, Syntactica2 (Lund 1928) 1.236, like Od. 6. 155ff l'aAa 710V e<pLeL BVpOe ••. 
ialv£-rat . •. AwceoVTwv, of which there are in Theocritus three cases: 2.78ff, 2.82f, 7.25f; (ii) 
the feature wc • .. we •.. wc .•. modelled on II. 14.294 and appearing in Theocritus at 
2.82 and 3.42. 

37 For instance Id. 17.66 o,\f1t£ KOVP£ ylVOLO, an attraction of vocative, on which see J. 
Wackemagel, Vorlesungen uber Syntax (Basel 1920) 1.308; Id. 15.148 xwv?Jp Qgoe a71av (instead 
of a71ae): see Wackemagel 1.52. 

38 On the order of words in Theocritus see Legrand, op.cit. (supra n.35) 369-75. 
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swiftness of the passages. (By the way, Idylls 7. 148ff and 16.34ff are the 
longest periods in Theocritus.) 

Although the varying convention of dialect shifts from an artificial 
Doric absolutely devoid of uniformity in the Bucolic Idylls, where the 
Doric coloring varies strongly in degrees according to the character of 
each idyll, and in the Urban Mimes (including also Idylls 18 and 26) to 
the pure epic-Ionic of the Idylls 12 and 22,39 from an epic-Ionic with a 
slight admixture of Doric in the Epyllia and in the Encomia40 to a 
learned attempt to reproduce Sappho's and Alcaeus' Aeolic in Idylls 
28,29, 30 and 31,41 Theocritus' language, no matter what the dialect, 
is almost always made dynamic in a series of oppositions between 
Homerisms and rough Doric forms, high artificiality and colloquial
isms, realism in some details and refusal of a consistent realistic 
poetics, personal tone and literary stimuli. 

Homerisms in the Epyllia have hardly any significance from the 
standpoint of style, for in such a context they are the rule; but when 
Homerisms peep out in the Bucolic Idylls or in the Urban Mimes (and 
in this second case the disruption of the style is still more violent), 
then they become dissonant elements loaded with meaning. Further
more they are usually handled with so great a freedom that they turn 
out to be vectors of opposite values depending on the context: from 
straightforward parody to a real wish for solemnity. Thus in Idyll 4 
Homeric expressions are likely to have meanings quite opposite to 
one another depending on the character with which they are asso
ciated. At the end of the same idyll the Homeric introductory formula 
E"L1T' ayE" fJ-', clJ (v.58: cf It 9.673, 10.544) serves the purpose of bringing 
up an obscene topic, so that the stylistic diagram of a line like Idyll 
4 58 " '" ,,,. J7 1<;' \ 1 l' ., " I, , ld . I 

• E"L1T ayE" fJ- , W n.0PVOWll, TO YE"POllTLOll TJ P E"TL fJ-VIVIE"L wou certaIn y 
not be a straight line but an alternating series of ups and downs, viZ' 
a Homeric introductive formula+an affective diminutive of the type 
usual in the language of comedy+two Homeric particles+a verb 

39 The hypothesis of the scholia at ld. 12 states explicitly yeypa1TTa, I)~ '111.1), I)UXA£K'T'Il: are 
we to think of a particular influence by Anacreon for this short pederotic poem? As for ld. 
22, to take literally the Ko,vfi' MI)L following the title in the MSS implies the removal of not a 
few Doric forms supported by unanimous tradition: it cannot however be denied that 
among Theocritus' poems ld. 22 is the 6P.£pLK6J'Ta'TOc. 

40 It is rather difficult to account for the Doric admixture in the language of these poems: 
see however U. von Wilamowitz, Isyllos von Epidauros (Berlin 1896) 26ff. 

41 Linguistically the Aeolic poems are the most uniform group among the Idylls; on 
Theocritus' position towards Sappho's and Alcaeus' Aeolic see Gow, op.cit. (supra n.13) 
I.lxxvii ff. 
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with obscene meaning no doubt taken from everyday speech and 
exactly corresponding to Lucilius' molere (278 Marx). In this case the 
fluctuation of the style in a single line is localized on a small scale, but 
it may of course extend as far as the structure of the idyll as a whole; 
if it does so, loci where style rises alternate with other loci where style 
sinks. 

Idyll 3 is perhaps the best example: it is a comical paraclausithyron 
which, by comparing the personal plight of the goatherd in love with 
mythical love stories of the past, is demonstrably akin to Latin love 
elegy, where we also meet with variability in the level of style as 
Trankle's analysis of some elegies of Propertius' fourth book has 
shown.42 Among Theocritus' poems Idyll 3 is one of the most elabor
ate in its structure. After the introduction (vv.I-5; the opening verses 
are cited as an example of acPE.\£ta by Hermogenes, fl£p~ iodiw 2.3, in an 
interesting parallel between the style of Theocritus and that of Anac
reon) there is an unusual change of setting with the beginning of the 
serenade proper, which unfolds in a series of triplets interrupted by 
one line uttered emotionally as an <aside' (v.24). Line 24 divides the 
introductory part (vv.6-23: at v.22 ' A/Lapv'\'\~ cP'.\a echoing v.6 cJj Xapl
ECC' , A/Lapv,\,\l announces the end of one section through a formal de
vice somewhat affected by Theocritus) from the central and most 
passionate part (vv.25-39); vvAG-51 (the song) contain the mythologi
cal examples and have a peculiar point as the goatherd awkwardly 
selects stories of unhappy love; the conclusion, closely related to 
Aristophanes, Ecclesiazousae 962ff, is full of a despair that the reader 
cannot take too seriously (vv.52-54). The clear structural distinction 
between monologue and song determines in the short poem a tan
gible doubling of style: whereas in vvAG-51 Homerisms are very fre
quent (vA2 WC LO£JI, wc ~/LaV1J, wc Ec (3a(}vJI aAaT' EpwTa: cf Il. 14.294 WC 
~,,,~ ff" , .J.. I '.J.. I, .1. 44" I o WEJI, we /LtJl EPWC 7TVKtJlaC .,...pEJlac a/L.,...EKallv.,...EJI; v. EJI aYKOLJlatCtJl 
~KAlJleYJ: cf It 14.213 EJI aYKo{vrJcwlaVEtC; vA57TEplcPpoJloc 'AAcPECt{3olac: 
cf e.g. Od. 160435 7TEplcPPOJl flYJJlE,\(J7TEta; vA9 <> TOJI aTp07TOJl V7TJlOJl lavwJI: 

cf h. Yen. 177 V7}ypETOJl V7TVOJl laVEtc), they do not appear elsewhere in 

42 H. Trankle, "Die Sprachkunst des Properz und die Tradition der lateinischen Dichter
sprache," Hermes Ein~elschr. 15 (1960) 172-83 (ch. 5, "Wechsel in der Stilhohe"), where the 
variation of the level of style is investigated in Elegies 2.29A; 4.2; 4.5; 4.8. In particular Prop. 
4.2, the elegy of Vertumnus, dealing with such a protean god, is an almost symbolic case. 
Something like that occurs in three of Catullus' Carmina, namely 63, 64 and 68, where 
features of everyday speech are brought near archaic language in order to achieve a stylistic 
pastiche with a particular wit of its own. 
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the poem: on the contrary, at v.12 we meet a Oa.ccn /lA-v exactly paral
leled by Sophron fr.26 Kaibel, and at v.37 a future lDTJCW may be 
idiomatic Doric, wrongly censured by Cobet, Variae lectiones pA2. 
It is also worth noticing the significant contrast between the proper 
names which appear in vv.25-39 and are taken from the goatherd's 
ambience to convey an impression of immediate reality (v.26 the 
fisherman Olpis, v.31 the gleaner Agroio, v.35 Mermnon's slave) 
and the subsequent wide range of gorgeous mythical names in the 
lofty language of vvA0-51. 

Sometimes conventional expressions of epic language are upset not 
by being varied in themselves but by being used without reference to 
their standard function. Thus at Idyll 7.139 the sentence EXOV 7TOVOV is 
connected with chirping cicadas, whereas in Iliad 150416 the same ex
pression appeared in the same metrical position referring to Hector's 
and Ajax's efforts during the battle around the ships. Still more strik
ing is the following case: apart from Iliad 40421, where there is no 
reference to a particular individual, in Homer TaAad~pwv is a con
stant epithet of Odysseus (used a dozen times), but Idyll 24.50 applies 
it to Amphitryon's slaves, DfJ-WEC TaAad~pOVEC. A reverse example, and 
the more significant because it is again an adjective in TaAa-, is 
TaAaEpyoc, used only of mules by Homer as well as by Hesiod (e.g. II. 
23.654; Hes. Op. 46); Theocritus saddles Heracles with it (ld. 13.19). 

Frequent epicisms distinguish the language of Idyll 2 from the lan
guage of the other two Urban Mimes, Idylls 14 and 15. At the level of 
morphology there are in Idyll 2 many genitives in -OLO, datives in 
-OLCL, -aLCL, unaugmented past verbal forms, all of which are rigidly 
banned from Idylls 14 and 15. As for the vocabulary, we find further
more €V7TAoKafJ-W 'ApLa8vac (vA6) a slight variation on KaAAL7TAOKaWtJ 

, APLaDvn (lt 18.592), an epitheton ornans in doubtful taste such as fJ-lAav 

••• alfJ-a (v.55: cf Il. 10.298), an El D' ayE (V.95) unique in Theocritus 
which brings in Simaetha's intimate disclosure to her slave, finally a 
Delphis who is introduced €7TL x(Jovoc ofJ-fJ-aTa 7Tagac (v.112) quite like 
the thoughtful Odysseus of Iliad 3.217 (the only substitution is €7Tt for 
KaTa). But the most shocking and out-of-tune epicism is a long periph
rasis which fixes the time of appearance of an old gossip, who comes 
in to acquaint Simaetha with the treachery of her lover (vv.147f): 

tl I "\ tI fI ••• aVLKa 7TEp TE 7TOT wpavov ETpaxov L7T7TOL 
'A ~ \ • r::, I , " A.I.. I W Tav POOOEccav (X'TT WKECXVOLO 'f'EpOLcaL. 
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Legrand rightly pointed out the extreme impropriety of such an epic 
circumlocution,'S and it would be necessary to agree with him were it 
not possible to quote a counter-example where there is quite the 
same impropriety but in the opposite sense. In the Herakliskos Teire
sias' appearance is preceded by a periphrasis which seems as little 
suited to the imposing soothsayer as it would be well suited to the 
'Celestina' of the Pharmakeutriai: Idyll 24.64 0PVLXEC Tp{TOV apTL T6V 

EcxaTov op8pov aEL8ov. In both cases the stylistic pertinence of these 
two circumlocutions is likely to reside in their being inappropriate to 
their context. 

In conclusion, Theocritus appears to be working in at least two 
different directions by using the same device: into the epic-Ionic with 
a slight admixture of Doric of the Epyllia, where he aims at getting 
the heroic saga into middle-class habits, he brings in, as a disruptive 
element, colloquialisms and realistic details; on the contrary in a 
Doric-written mime, which really works out a bourgeois theme just as 
Idyll 2 does, reality loses its contours by shading into a scene of en
chantment and into a lyric monologue portrayed as a pathetic dia
logue with Selene: the disruptive elements are in this case the 
epicisms. Only an inversion of ratios takes place, but the technique is 
still the same. 

Lately a critic of the pastoral has asserted that the most prominent 
feature of the genre is a complete lack of unity and therefore <C a loose 
combination of elements" not only in Theocritus but also in VirgiL" 
After Klingner's famous analysis of Virgil's first Eclogue, pointing out 
a fundamental poetic unity where ideal bucolic world and Roman 
historical reality blend perfectly together through a counterpointing 
tension between 'Heil' and 'Unheil' ,45 I fail to understand how it is 
possible to accept Rosenmeyer's dismembering criticism. As for 
Theocritus, I am inclined to think that variation of the level of style, 
which appears not only in the pastoral but in almost every idyll, is one 
of the main agents of poetic unification. No doubt this constant fluc
tuation is something more than a simple tribute paid to the Hellen-

43 Legrand, op.cit. (supra n.35) 363. 
"T. G. Rosenmeyer, The Green Cabinet (Berkeley/Los Angeles 1969) 47. To offer a full 

critidsm of Rosenmeyer's view of pastoral is not my purpose; I can point out in passing, 
however, that Rosenmeyer contradicts himself seriously when he speaks later on of a 
"larger harmony" and of a "harmonizing force" in Virgil's second Eclogue (p.61). 

45 F. Klingner, "Virgils erste Ecloge," Hermes 62 (1927) 129-53, now mostly reprinted in 
Klingner, Virgil, Bucolica Georgica Aeneis (Ziirich 1967) 22-33. 
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istic ideal of 7TOLKLAta, for it is a matter not so much of variatio as of 
meaningful oppositio reflecting all the polarities of Theocritus' poetry 
and mediating them in the song. Finally the pastoral provides us with 
a significant symbol which could be regarded as a kind of critical 
myth in the study of the stylistic fluctuation in Theocritus' poetry. 
When Priapus faces the dying Daphnis and addresses him with ob
scenities while the mythical neatherd goes on keeping his pathetic 
silence (Id. 1.81ff), we are likely to be at the poetic barycenter of a 
genre whose great complexity and ambiguity consist in its combining 
of tragedy and satyr play, scurrilous obscenity and deep pathos, 
scientific nomenclature of flowers and pathetic fallacy, occasional 
realistic details and allusive sayings. 

A conclusion in point could be a glance at Quintilian 10.1.55. The 
Latin rhetor has his judgement on Theocritus follow immediately that 
on Aratus. No explicit comparison between the two poets is made, 
yet it cannot be denied that Quintilian finds missing in Aratus pre
cisely what most distinguishes the style of Theocritus: Arati materia 
motu caret, ut in qua nulla varietas, nullus adfectus, nulla persona, nulla 
cuiusdam sit oratio ... Admirabilis in suo genere Theocritus ... 46 
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46 This paper is an enlarged version of a seminar lecture given at the Center for Hellenic 
Studies, Washington, D.C. in May 1971. I am grateful to my colleagues there for helpful 
suggestions, to Bernard M. W. Knox, and to Christian Wolff also for having kindly re
viewed the English version. 


